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Abstract

A current project of great import to the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration is the development of

an automated docking and tracking system to facilitate

autonomous operations in space. Such a system would have to

be able to determine the relative positions, velocities, and

orientations of a multitude of bodies.

A stereoscopic vision system was developed to

implement an automated docking solution. This system used

artificial neural networks to identify beacons or fixed

points on the objects to be tracked. Specifically, this

research sought to solve the problems inherent in the

planned 1995 docking of the U.S. Space Shuttle to the former

Soviet Space Station Mir.

In addition to the basics of an optical ranging and

object-recognition system, a simple user interface for

operation monitoring was designed. Specifically, the

coordinates of the space station, shuttle waypoints, and

smooth trajectory position, velocity, and acceleration

information were calculated and displayed. A mock docking

was also simulated, with the vision system providing the

range and orientation data. By placing the vision system at

known coordinates and checking its computed trajectory, the

accuracy of the algorithms and given hardware were checked.
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Note: The majority of the ideas and algorithms presented in

this paper were developed either in collaboration with or

solely by Assistant Professor William I. Clement.
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Motivation and Purpose

Currently, the policy of maintaining humans in space is

called into question by the cost of transporting the

essentials for human survival into space. Other than for

reasons of medical research and publicity, humans in space

are neither vital nor economical at this time. The use of

robotics to accomplish some human missions could drastically

cut the costs of future operations in space exploration and

development of space for humanity. One prerequisite to

practical robot operations in space is a flexible sensor

system with which more complete automation can be

accomplished. Systems using the spectrum visible to the

human eye are the sensors most conducive to operational

systems designed to mimic human functions.

The use of robotics is definitely not limited to space.

Aerial or even undersea robotic systems would require the

same type of visual sensory data to be truly effective.

Furthermore, automation enhanced by machine vision has

already revolutionized some aspects of our lives. The

automated car assembly line operated by robots is one

example.

However, before truly effective multi-purpose robots

can be made, they must be given the essential tools through

which they can have awareness of their surrounding
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environment. Of the many sensor technologies available,

vision will be the most important because of its

flexibility. Robots must De able to 'see' the objects

around them, determine if and how they are moving, and

identify them as well. Once a robot can open its 'eyes',

analyze its surroundings, and identify the objects in its

environment, it will be capable of performing innumerable

tasks.

The ultimate goal of this Trident project was the

design of a vision system capable of locating, tracking, and

recognizing objects in its environment. These goals may be

pursued to widely varying degrees of refinement and success.

The technology explored by this project will have vital uses

in future exploration and development in all realms -

atmospheric, terrestrial, space, and aquatic. The automated

docking and tracking system described here is a substantial

first step to such a system.

Approach

In the docking situation simulated, a space shuttle

must rendezvous and dock with a space station, using a

stereoscopic vision system connected to its flight computer

as a sensor. The space shuttle has already been maneuvered

to the general vicinity of the station, and to the general

area of the side of the station with which it is to dock.
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Figure 1 shows a nearly completed docking between the space

shuttle and a futuristic space station.

The system was designed to isolate the basic problems

encountered in a stereoscopic vision system. This project

was a simplification of the general case by limiting the

area in which the system had to search for its target, and

limiting the target to a specific beacon of known and unique

characteristics. These restrictions were imposed in vart by

the hardware used, as seen in the field of .iew of the

camera, and in part by lack of sufficient progress made thus

far in some vision technologies, such as edge detection.

Later work was directed towards the optimization of this

system, and development of algorithms to fine-tune the

tracking process.

The majority of the work on this project was done in

computer code. The final product was not hardware, but a

set of algorithms in the form of a program, which was

adaptable to more advanced hardware than that of the current

system setup. All algorithms, including the interaction

with the frame-grabbing and frame-processing boards and the

software-based artificial neural network, were written in

the 'C' programming language.

The automatic range-finding algorithms were relatively

straightforward. The goal of the investigator was to

automate this process to the greatest extent. Further

development of the project was initially planned to
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incorporate the development and use of specific geometries

of visual beacons which could enhance the ranging process

and help automate the finding of corresponding points on

each image. This approach was later deemed unnecessary, as

there already exist on space stations many distinctive

objects which could be isolated by vision systems.

Instead, the use of neural networks and pattern

recognition was incorporated to identify the beacons, and

ýven the objects themselves with speed and accuracy. The

goal of this project was the production of a system which,

when given a target, would automatically lock onto it and

determine its range, bearing, orientation, and identity, and

compute waypoints and a trajectory to it.

Why the Optical Approach? Advantages and Problems

The optical approach to this problem was superior to

the radar approach. First, at close proximity, radar

interference with objects and with other similar systems

caused significant problems. In this case, the passive

nature of the optical solution was also superior. An

optical system was far more effective at tracking a

multitude of objects at one time. It was limited mainly by

its field of view and computer processing speed. Second,

the detail accommodated by optical systems allowed much more

precise mapping of objects in order to determine object
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orientation. The detail provided by visual data could also

be exploited to develop a pattern recognition approach to

object identification and/or categorization.

While the development of a docking system was the

primary goal of this project, the system has a variety of

other capabilities. One is the capability to track a

multitude of smaller objects, such as the tools and

components of a space structure under construction. Further

refinement of this vision system to enhance tracking is

facilitated by the curreat approach. By using a pattern

recognition system based on a simple computer-based neural

network, objects on the space station (for orientation

purposes) and independent objects in proximity of the system

can be identified. This combination of capabilities allows

an automated system to have awareness of its environment; a

'7rerequisite to fully automated operations in space.

There were also several problems with vision systems

which were either briefly considered in this project or

relegated to ongoing vision research. These issues included

interference (in the form of glare), image improvement, and

edge detection. The first two obstacles were found to be

partially solved by the use of the artificial neural network

approach. The interpolating nature of solutions achieved by

artificial neural networks compensates for some degree of

error and noise interference in object descriptors.

However, accurate edge detection, a subject of extensive
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research, will be vital to the success of this project.

Obviously, use of this system is precluded in regions

where sunlight was either unavailable or eclipsed by the

space station itself. Spotlights could partially solve this

problem. Examination of current space operations shows

similar limitations. The astronauts must have light to see

and the sun must not be in a position which blinds them.

Therefore, this system could at least be used in the

majority of docking situations already encountered.

The Mir Space Station

The Mir Space Station was launched on February 20,

1986. The name, meaning "Peace", signified the Soviets'

opposition to the Strategic Defense Initiative. [1] Mir's

commonality with its predecessors, the Salyut stations, was

determined primarily because of the dimensions of its launch

vehicle, which were the same. However, Mir featured a

significant improvement: six docking ports, rather than the

two of the Salyut. While Salyuts had docking ports at each

end of their cylindrical structures, Mir had four more ports

spaced around the node of its forward transfer compartment.

[2] Its 20 metric ton initial form was designed to be

expanded by means of these ports to a 120 ton, six-module

configuration, some of which is shown in Figure 2.

To date, three additional modules have been added. The
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Kvant-1 ("Quantum") astrophysics module was docked to the

stern port, with some difficulty, on Apxil 12, 1987. This

11-ton module incorporated advanced equipment from the

Netherlands, Great Britain, the European Space Agency, and

West Germany, in addition to Soviet equipment. Kvant-2 (20

tons) was manually docked to one of the four forward radial

ports in December, 1989. Twenty-ton Kristall, known as the

T-module, was added to the opposite radial port in 1990.

Additionally, Kristall, a materials processing and

biotechnology module, was to function as a docking port for

the Soviet Buran space shuttle and other future

international manned spacecraft. This module is equipped

with the Androgynous-Peripheral Docking System (APDS-89),

which was based on the system used in the U.S. - U.S.S.R.

Apollo-Soyuz Test Project of 1975. One of the U.S. Space

Shuttles will dock with this module in 1995. [3]

In addition to the four current modules, Mir is

occasionally visited by Prognoz M ("Progress") and Soyuz TM

("Union") vehicles, which respectively provide the Salyut

and Mir space stations with resupply and crew transfer

capabilities. Each weighs seven tons. When the U.S.

docking occurs with Mir, the entire station complex will

weigh between 71 and 85 metric tons. [1,2,3] This mass,

coupled with the U.S. Space Shuttle's variable mass,

(between 73 and 102 metric tons) poses a difficult docking

problem to solve because of the large momenta. Both



vehicles are moveable under their own power. Only one,

however, the shuttle, will maneuver independently. Previous

U.S. and Russian docking operations have relied on manual

operation of the vehicles, involving visual cues or radio

signals. Examples include the Igla and newer Kurs

rendezvous and docking systems. [3]

The U.S. Space Shuttle

The U.S. Space Shuttles were designed with the

capability to dock with other objects in space. Within

their 4.6 by 18.3 meter cargo bays [4], the shuttles can

carry L-shaped docking ports which lie flat at launch and

rotate to a vertical protruding position upon commencement

of docking operations. [5] Access to and from the space

shuttle is available at the aft of the mid deck, through a

2.1 meter high airlock, which has an inside diameter of 1.6

meters. The aft flight deck station of the shuttle serves as

the command center for rendezvous maneuvering, and has hand

controls and attitude indicators for that purpose. In

addition, the shuttle has a pair of windows facing out of

its top, and a pair of windows facing aft into its cargo bay

from which crew members can supervise and control docking

and robot manipulator operations. [4]

To provide thrust and attitude control in orbit, space

shuttles are equipped with two Orbital Maneuvering System
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(OMS) Engines to the left and right of the upper main

engine, 38 primary Reaction Control System (RCS) jets (14 in

the nose, and 12 each in the OMS pods), and 6 vernier RCS

engines (2 in the nose, 2 each in the OMS pods). The OMS

engines provide a thrust of 6,000 pounds for major

trajectory changes (they can be swivelled 8 degrees in any

direction), the primaries 870 pounds, and the verniers 25

pounds for fine control. The shuttle computer can fire

these engines to make large orbital changes for rendezvous,

or maintain precision pointing with an accuracy of less than

half a degree. [4,5]

The Shuttle Camera System

At all four corners of the 15 by 60 feet cargo bay are

surveillance cameras with a nominal purpose of monitoring

the robot manipulator's operations with the payload. These

four cameras are monitored from the'aft flight deck at the

payload operator's station. The two cameras placed nearest

this station are shown in Figure 3. In addition, selection

processes are currently underway to choose surveillance

cameras for use on board Space Station Freedom for both

monitoring and docking purposes. Cameras similar to these

will likely be mounted on either side of the docking

assembly within the shuttle bay as well to further aid

rendezvous operations. This assortment of cameras,
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totalling six will include the existing four in the shuttle

bay. They provide an excellent sensor array for a

-ereoscopic docking system, with minimal adjustment of the

available hardware. To maximize existing hardware to

accomplish stereo vision and object recognition, this

project simulated the use of camera pairs already on board

the shuttle.

Experimental System Components

The system used in this investigation consisted of:

(1) Two Panasonic Mini-Cameras with variable apertures

and assorted lenses. The lenses used have focal lengths of

7.5 mm.

(2) A Unisys 80386 Computer with 80387 Math

Co-processor and the "C" Programming Language.

(3) The Data Translation DT2867 frame grabber and frame

processing board.

(4) The Data Translation DT2878 high performance image

and signal processing board.

(5) The "NeuralWorks Professional II/PLUS" neural

network software, which provides a software-based artificial

neural network.

An illustration of the setup is found in Figure 4.
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System Setup

The baseline setup for basic ranging functions placed

the cameras a variable distance apart, depending on the

probable distance of the object to be ranged. For initial

calculations, the cameras were set up on a stand which kept

them at a four inch separation. An experiment to determine

the optimum distance between the cameras for variable ranges

was found to be unnecessary. In general, wider camera

separation and greater resolution of the cameras will

provide greater stereo ranging accuracy. However, a

combination of wide camera separation and limited field of

view can cause problems for stereo ranging and

identification of objects very close to the camera array.

One solution to the variable range/variable resolution

problem adds a third camera and allows the user to switch

be seen camera pairs. By thus selecting the pair, optimal

results may be attained under varying conditions.

The actual hardware custom-built by NASA to accomplish

the docking solution would be reduced in size to a box even

smaller than the 80386 computer actually used to conduct

experimentation. This box would be connected to the cameras

within the shuttle payload bay in much the same

configuration as the current system setup. Some means for

the Shuttle's on-board computer to activate the docking

system would be necessary to initiate acquisition and

tracking of the space station. Once the hard-wired
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algorithms for stereo vision, object recognition, location

and orientation determination, and waypoint and trajectory

computation were executed, some means of transferring the

calculated information to the Shuttle's on-board computers

would also be necessary.

Basic Ranging Problem

In order to allow the computer to range an object, a

camera constant, in units of image pixels per inch of

surface along the imaging array at the back of the camera,

had to be determined. Only then could algorithms be written

to calculate the distance based on the correspondence of

images from the two cameras. The number of pixels the image

displaced frold one camera to another, combined with the

pixels per inch conqtant, enabled the computer to determine

the effective length of the apparent image separation in

length units rather than pixel units.

The pixels per inch of the cameras was determined by a

basic experiment which used only one of the cameras and

assumed that both were reasonably similar. The focal length

was already known to be 7.5 millimeters. A target of known

width and distance from the camera was taken, and a one-

camera ranging equation was used to determine how long of a

stretch of the Charge-Coupled Display (CCD) the image

occupied. This equation operated on the premise of similar
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triangles. The distance to target and length of target was

one set of variables, and the focal length and actual length

of subtended CCD was the other (Figure 5).

Target Length = Length of Subtended CCD
Distance to Target Focal Length

By simply using a program to count the number of pixels

subtended by the object, the pixels per inch were determined

by:

Pixels per inch = Number of Pixels Subtended by Target
Length of Subtended CCD

A rough estimate of the camera variable was found by

repeated experiments using a four inch (10.16 cm) target at

a distance of 32 inches (81.28 cm). The target subtended

98.25 pixels in the camera image. The value of the constant

was found to be approximately 2,655 pixels/inch.

Stereo ranging utilizes the mathematical relationship

among focal length, distance to target, camera separation,

and image disparity (parallax) of the two cameras. The

general equation relating these four variables is derived

using similar triangles as shown in Figures 6 and 7. [6]
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Stereo Ranging and SulDortina Variable Ecauations:

Distance to Target = Distance to Target + Focal Length
Camera Separation Length of Subtended CCD

Length of Subtended CCD = Camera Separation + Image Parallax

Image Parallax = Number of Pixels Offset - Inches per pixel

In order to accomplish stereo ranging with the system

used, it was necessary to determine the effective parallax

between two images of a single object in both cameras.

First, the object was isolated using image binarization.

Binarization transforms the image from one containing many

shades of gray to a black and white image based on a certain

threshold (gray-level value). This gray-level is determined

by observing the gradient in gray-level values between the

object and its background. A simple method for determining

the threshold is to use the mean of the gray-levels found

for the object and background. For convenience in initial

experimentation, black and white objects and backgrounds

were used. The large gray-level gradients they provided

simplified the binarization process.

In calculating image parallax between the two cameras,

object centroids were chosen as corresponding points. The
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centroids were determined using the method of chain coding.

Chain coding is an algorithm which traverses the perimeter

of a binarized object, thus allowing for the calculation of

its mass moments and perimeter. The object's centroid may

be determined from its mass moments. Once the centroid is

found, the number of pixels of offset between the two images

is calculated as the horizontal displacement of one image

relative to the other. This corresponds to the centroid

column value differences in both cameras. The distance to

the designated object was then found using the stereo

ranging equation. For this experiment, only horizontal

correspondence was used. Vertical or even diagonal

correspondence could be easily used if it was proven

necessary to accommodate the dual camera configuration.

With the cameras in a side-by-side configuration, only

horizontal correspondence was necessary.

Determination of Bearing to Objects

Once stereoscopic ranging had been accomplished, the

next step involved determination of bearings to target

objects. The azimuth and elevation to the target were

necessary to compute the location of the beacon in 3-D

space. The easiest method of computing the offset of the

beacons from the cameras was observation of the displacement

of the centroid of the beacon from the centerline of the
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camera. Unlike ranging, which required two cameras, bearing

computation could be done with just one.

For determination of the centerline pixels, the

experimental program simply took the average of the minimum

and maximum row numbers. Computation of the centerline

columns was conducted in the same way. This method assumed

identical pixel dimensions along each row, and orientation

of the camera such that the light detection elements were

aligned perfectly normal to the centerline. The centerline

passed through the middle of the detection array. With

actual cameras on the shuttle, checks will have to be done

to ensure this is the case.

Instead of computing the azimuth and elevation, the

program computed the distances along the x- and y-axes, the

range computed using stereoscopic vision, the focal length,

and the number of pixels offset from the centerline.

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the relationships used to

determine bearing. The distances were computed according to

the following formula, which was derived from the stereo

ranging equation:

x offset = # Pixels Offset Inches/Pixel • Distance to TargetFocal Length

In this fashion, the x, y, and z coordinates of each beacon

are determined, as illustrated in Figure (10). The next
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problem lies in computation of the Roll-Pitch-Yaw

orientation of the space station relative to the space

shuttle.

Determination of the Orientation of the Space Station

An initial orientation experimentation was performed

using three light targets marked in white on a black

background. This polarity shift between object and

background made it necessary to incorporate the analysis of

light objects on dark backgrounds in the chain-coding

routine. The three targets were positioned to form a

Cartesian coordinate frame, with beacon 1 at the origin and

beacons 0 and 2 along the x- and y-axes. The z-axis of this

frame coincided with the approach direction for docking.

This arrangement was chosen to allow complete determination

of the space station's orientation, as seen in Figure (11).

These three vectors, normalized to unit length, were

arranged into a 3-by-3 rotational transformation matrix.

This matrix held all of the orientation information

necessary to compute the roll, pitch, and yaw of the three-

beacon structure relative to the docking platform.

Determination of Waypoints and Trajectory

Once the orientation and coordinates of the space
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station are known relative to the shuttle, the waypoints

which the shuttle should pass through or near on its path to

the docking port may be calculated (See Figure 12). The

first waypoint is the shuttle's current location. The

second is a point straight ahead of the shuttle at a

distance which would allow it twice the time necessary to

rid itself of any current translational or rotational

velocity (i.e., come to a complete stop). The thi' -oint

is similarly located in front of the space station docking

port, but at a distance to allow three times the minimum

deceleration time (to force a slow approach). The fourth

and fifth points are at the docking port itself. This

duplication provides for a complete stop in the trajectory

calculations.

Richard P. Paul [7] provides some simple equations to

accomplish the smoothing of trajectories given the waypoints

through which a robotic end effector, or a shuttle in this

case, must pass. A smooth trajectory provides more

efficient use of energy since complete accelerations and

decelerations at each point are unnecessary. The shuttle

need only pass near most of the waypoints.

Trajectory Algorithm:
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acceleration = 1 (AC -- - AB)
2C2 T

velocity =-! (AC- ' -- AB) -h +AB

19 T

position= ((&AC" - AB) "h + 2AE] "h + Initial position
T

These equations are used with each set of three consecutive

waypoints. The position, velocity, and acceleration refer

to each of the x, y, and z coordinates and pitch, roll, and

yaw orientations of the shuttle. AB is the difference

between the parameters at the first and second waypoints,

while AC is the difference between the second and third.

Tau (M) is the transition time before and aft•z the central

waypoint state over which acceleration occurs. T is the

total time over which each transition and region of linear

motion occurs. H (0 < h < 1) is a counter to allow

computation of the position, velocity, and acceleration at

any point in the trajectory (0 is the beginning, and 1 is

the end of the trajectory leg). The entire trajectory over

five waypoints may be calculated using two loops of the

described equations. Leg one would include waypoints one,

two, and three, and Leg two would include waypoints three,

four, and five. The duplication of points four and five

provide for a complete stop at the docking port. [7]
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Automation of Calibration and Ranging Algorithms:

Determination of the pixels per inch scale factor of

one camera was accomplished through the use of an

interactive program between user and vision system.

Variations on this approach, using a computer "mouse" as

input, could be implemented on the deployable unit. This

problem requires the determination of the number of pixels

subtended by an object of known width at a known range. The

edges of the target can be determined by finding the two

sharpest gradients in the selected region. The region is

chosen such that these correspond to the left and right

edges of the object. For the two cameras mounted behind the

crew deck of the shuttle, an example of a suitable object is

the large vertical stabilizer prominently mounted in the

cameras' field of view. After counting the pixels, the

algorithm would have the user enter the width of the target

and the distance to it, or it could use known values in the

case of the fixed vertical stabilizer. The pixels per inch

constant will generally remain unchanged for any given

camera, assuming negligible expansion of camera imaging

elements from post-launch heating of the shuttle orbiter.

The incorporation of these automatic calibration routines

mostly assists in the 'portability' of this software docking

system to include other camera systems.

Automatic calibration of the alignment between the two
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cameras (only accounting for horizontal plane cant) could

also be accomplished. This algorithm would allow the user

to determine the limiting columns between which the

calibrating target 3.s located, and determine the edges of

the target in each camera by finding the two sharpest

gradients in the designated regions.

Correlation would be used to find corresponding edges

in both images. By using a loop and a 3,5, or 7-pixel

segment from one camera, preferably centered around an edge,

it could be slid along the same row of pixels from the other

camera. Based on the user's prediction of the corresponding

location, a reduced area could be searched. The point of

maximum correlation would be the location of the

correspondence point between the two images. This

information, along with the user-supplied range to target,

is enough to determine the yaw angle of one camera relative

to the other.

Compensation for Camera Irregularities

Because of the "fishbowl" effect caused by the

distortion from the cameras' lenses, only the central

portion of the screen was used for computations. The whole

camera area could be utilized once the extent of the

"fishbowl" effect on measurements near the edge of the

screen had been determined. It would require the

development of a screen masking system or formula which
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would take into account the increased distortion at the

limits of the camera's view.

Visual Beacons

Current NASA approaches to its spacecraft docking and

tracking problems utilize visual beacons. Visual beacons

must be contrasted against the background of the docking

object in order to be easily located by eye. Visual beacons

must also provide necessary ranging and orientation

information to the approaching spacecraft, in order to allow

the operator to perceive the necessary trajectory to achieve

docking.

This research incorporated the development and use of

visual beacons to simplify the tracking problem. If the

system were required to identify the space station, and home

in on it, problems would be encountered once the approaching

spacecraft closed within a certain distance of the target.

The camera system would not be able to visualize the entire

object even if it were mounted at the extreme aft areas of

the spacecraft.

A more logical approach involves using the tracking

system to identify the space station at longer distances,

and to identify the visual beacon, and home in on it at

shorter distances. A possible criteria for the initiation

of the switch between space station tracking and visual
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beacon tracking would be the percentage of the screen the

space station filled. Once the station filled half the

screen, the system would start searching the image for the

visual beacon.

To facilitate the search for and use of the visual

beacon, the design of the beacon itself is important. There

should be great contrast between the beacon and its

background (the space station). Beacons could be of unique

and simple geometric design, to allow the vision system to

identify it with simpler pattern recognition algorithms.

The unique design and arrangement of the beacons must also

convey all necessary range and orientation information in

detail to the tracking system.

The current visual beacon used by NASA is three-

dimensional. Simply described, it is a pole projecting from

a circular background. The tip of the pole is one color,

while the background is another. If the approaching

spacecraft is not coming in on a straight trajectory, the

tip of the pole will appear offset within the circular

background, indicating the direction and degree of

correction necessary to restore the proper approach path.

Range is indicated by the apparent size of the circular

background, based on a scale built into the video systems of

the approaching spacecraft.

The stereoscopic nature of the proposed system

eliminates the need for prior knowledge of the dimensions of

"" " •a ! |I I
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the beacon. However, thus far, knowledge of the relative

orientation of the two objects still requires some type of

three-dimensional beacon structure. A series of two-

dimensicnal beacons would be preferable, as they could be

painted or placed more conveniently at any docking location.

Part of the experimentation in this research involved

the development and evaluation of scaled versions of two-

dimensional visual beacons.

Holographic Beacons

A fascinating possibility is that of a holographic

visual beacon. Given the advances in holography and LED

lasers, it is feasible to have a flat plate of holographic

film laid over a bed of Light-Emitting Diode (LED) lasers.

As spacecraft approached the docking location, the visual

beacon could be turned on. The holographic beacon could

possibly contain the image of a ten-foot pole projecting

into or out of the spacecraft. A beacon of this nature

would provide very accurate information on the orientation

of the spacecraft while taking up minimal space.

Discussion of Pattern Recognition Approach

Among the attributes of a desirable visual beacon would

be distinctive characteristics which would make it easily
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distinguishable to a machine vision system. These include

different orders of moments about the centroid of the image

of the beacon. If the size of the beacon were known, then

the observed range and size of the object could be

incorporated into the pattern recognition criterion. After

using histograms, binarization, and edge-detection

techniques to isolate high-contrast objects within the field

of vision, the system would analyze each to determine

whether its moment characteristics matched those of the

desired visual beacon.

If the average albedo (image lightness or darkness) of

the space station were known, which it would probably be,

then the system could normalize the image operated upon

based on that value. Assuming also that the albedo of the

visual beacon were known relative to the space station, one

possible approach to quickly identify the beacon would be to

choose its color wi.ereby reflectivity and location in the

spectrum were unique.

This approach is hampered by a fundamental difficulty:

the variable lighting of the sun. On the day side of the

earth, reflection would require dampening filters. On the

night side, searchlights might be necessary to provide

enough information to the vision systems. An alternative is

the use of infrared vision systems, active or passive, to
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find the beacon. However, this approach will not be covered

by the scope of this project.

Neural Networks for Object Recognition

Because of the uncertainties involved in the

correlation of unknown object parameters to those of the

beacon, an artificial neural network could greatly speed the

identification process. An artificial neural network is,

according to Robert Hecht-Nielsen, "...a computing system

made up of a number of simple, highly interconnected

processing elements, which processes information by its

dynamic state response to external inputs." [8) An

illustration of an individual artificial neuron model is

found in Figure (13). Using the various momenta of the

objects as input parameters, a trained artificial neural

network would output the degree to which the unknown object

matched the characteristics of the known beacon.

This project investigated the effectiveness of varying

numbers of parameters in a neural network in identifying a

visual beacon from among a pool of unknown objects. Other

than moments, neural networks could also search for other

patterns, possibly allowing the use of distinctive:

intricate designs as the framework of the beacon. Software

based neural networks are available for use on personal

computers, and can be incorporated into the C routines
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already being used to interact with the frame-grabbing and

frame-processing boards.

Identification of Beacons using Neural Networks

Differentiation among the three beacons (0, 1, and 2)

was necessary for proper determination of the orientation of

the station. The preferred method of distinguishing objects

was an artificial neural network approach. Artificial

neural networks using four of invariant moments of Hu [9]

and compactness (perimeter2/area) as inputs proved to be an

effective way of classifying the digits zero, one, two, and

three from inclinations of up to 60 degrees from horizontal.

A simple demonstration of this capability was performed on a

separate camera system, and the resulting neural network

subroutine was incorporated into the trajectory-computation

program. Training of the neural network was accomplished

using simple duplicates of the actual beacons. These

targets were photographed repeatedly using a camera system.

Their invariant moments and compactness were calculated, and

the value of the digits broken down into binary

representation by two bits of 0 and 1. The resulting data

was saved to a disk file from which the training program

retrieved the information. Therefore, a five input, two

output neural network was used. One hidden layer neuron

proved to be sufficient in this case to distinguish between
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these simple digits. Figure (14) illustrates a schematic of

the applied artificial neural network.

This approach assumed that beacons similar to the ones

used in experimentation would have to be placed onto the

space station, either before launch or during an

extra-vehicular activity afterwards. Given that the Mir

space station is already in place, and that extra-vehicular

activities to place such beacons on the station would be

costly and probably inaccurate in their results, an

alternative method of fixing the station's coordinates and

orientation was found to be necessary. The three-beacon

approach was still feasible. However, instead of

subsequently placed targets specially designed for docking

operations, existing structures on the station were to be

used.

The same neural network could have been trained to

recognize individual objects integral to the construction of

the space station. Examples include the solar arrays, an

antenna, or even the name of the vehicle, if it were

emblazoned prominently on the side of the spacecraft.

Given that the computer had prior information fixing the

locations of these identified objects in a given three-

dimensional pattern on the station, the orientation of the

station could be calculated in the same method used to

determine orientation of the previously discussed three-

beacon structure.
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Neural Network Trainers and Expert Systems

Further flexibility of this system could be

accomplished by combining the artificial neural network

training scheme with an artificial intelligence "expert

system". Combined with a simple database, this format would

have a picture inventory of prominent objects to be found on

any number of space vehicles. With input from what aspect

and which vehicle the shuttle was to rendezvous, the

autonomous docking system could choose objects for use as

beacons, formulate their two-dimensional images as

determined from their three-dimensional computer models, and

compute their predicted characteristics.

Borizons, Vision, and Conclusion

This research covers many of the fundamentals of

machine vision. Stereo vision and the location and tracking

of an object in three-dimensional space was accomplished.

Use of three of these beacons helped accomplish

determination of the orientation of a larger object, such as

the simulated space station. The success of artificial

neural networks in distinguishing between these beacons (in

a Cartesian coordinate frame) was necessary to calculate the

normal point projecting from the docking port and further

automate the docking process. From this information,
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waypoints and trajectories were calculated to the station.

These valuable sensor technologies, coupled with other

developing technologies such as artificial intelligence,

will permit practical automation of space operations on a

large scale.

With the incredible potential that automation

technologies offer, scientists will definitely proceed with

their studies in these fields. Machine vision is one of the

major keys to the fascinating fields of robotics and

automation.
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r peirpmint IV to W picture wol amews 0MS

b~.

ket l%Wowri %14Is toS pealle.. selected lmmrw)

pMWVi(%U%S to ton (rowpfd) oE Owe eevbetzWsbjea@.yboW)

d~.&. Pm emee pmbs me equms'
Vumeholdel; P middle grey-olus to aleow deetof 0( and 255 I

16 determine a ---nI pled. of coment *

P Tide lea Cycles Sloug bath aemers,
P tebleg picure. of md mielyzln each beacon -I

bufhcamaret P butlr corresponding to coeaner -1
tebejlx~aquner,buff,ld); P ltae picture and Uveehold -/

10 Mhe leap aycles Svough ofVSea beacons In the current image *1
fom(nwambemona~numbsaoonwnumbeeoon..) I

Phnrenmr MVK Sd, BW uller MKd Deacon SSd crecnmubmon
pvintif P~smm select a point to #we left of beco hd njumbecc)
get~podn9&oolnlmromwum~bff,fd) P go istat raw and column f~on mouse q/

objmc~jsarownum oweb objeaw structure amu Inputs 1
~onum;

polorttyu P black en WWI*e poa"iy'
ehekcode& 1~' -. l ~ bufAfd; 10 ps aerfr cuid code an bemcoan *1

bemcone(numbeaconwfmebjodac.ue gIvSebeeson structure snold ~value.

"P Deacon Identification routine uoin neurm netwoftli
" take pit~ with cosmma 0 I1
comms a 0;
buffs ascmsent
teke.JlzCOMnesObuMAI);

prntnt("Comer 8%3d, Bufler #%3d. Object Uhid "cameremotmerej
printf("Pleme selectsa point to theo let of object %3d "J);

P mm"c Input 10 left of grephcal designalto I1
getjoint(fcolnumArownurn~buff,ld);

objc icbolnum;

P caheln acoing of white an bleack object 91
peler"8ym;
dahenOod*(&objmt2A~phaSwshold,buft.1d);
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P reoulted dourps for use by neural insim

@mdiagjee~d

If (I moulk*.)" asl=11

clWssaminA.

p ssrd m~l~beewo 11melo~s Ilasso omber using seeumbers

P hilsu"elstof ow nersk oua~&is .1N byarn

elsae; ae MMI ilhsas-

pWief~Obji Belng * sa sost Pubu WSdNubsinUMilnbulr)

senwldem ofIsosm oranws pIns would ws~ anrss sW~neorso

P aoodinstoe inoampuonow -outrinet ou '1htte

PUp1: deteannlndon of Imeomng'o dlseoss from oenters souI*
r delonalaMean ds fro (1A25.OYSA rentr soodnge howr, inw mIieer e p

osusigop l wesQ nlfgrn In~2A th pomerist sopsatonvs *1mfneos'

fi~n nbesonelnu dMbes oonsnaambseaoon..) ( ~ mfttfa~
plaiff* bslonsnubesaoeijybsr(mOJ)bsoonst~nuineonwl;yu

print contyclffereos etmon banus 4 bl~~df1

paltrin" oiwpsruax), ynI dt

pdntf~bfl~mno frommiasa inmminstors--iu-ls-tb--
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Is~ veateS x (1,0),y (1..3)OW tke as" piodMa 0N

P go o Mi. wiser. PiýSo Mime -Mirs tor kwy a 11
a se imi M. ids. Aaaguik Rum a peesom.m earnri

$0 ma 44 itmedmm =WtL Now : MIe ae left~wWdo

i* 1 unit verner I

to OMagm Wmagnitude Of vecto I

r narmaa auwent vecto k"t emt vetow #1

11y emi veatar/
r oqmpute In emsm annr w unit veco *1

paqIpmx x,)pc~y.)pod2,)

P z unit veetsr I
P0 - aemu prodml ofx wid y. mie uem s meoid *i

M v qnpowA~zz,)pau(ay.2)fPaW&I=M);
rumnfd;

vm~ml; P* maxdmum velocty Is 10 mmluec *
"UcesO; 10 Ehiumn Wmu of w -l-e", kanldealaton is 10 @Bconds *I

P fbanalco Of WW weypoint matr - dacitig poin I
P0 odaision matIx I1
waypm]Auww0p~nm;

1oomrow end iscb lnea *I

Wvypohnts(4jmAlr~jlxMk1.

P' pmeIton augnmaato vecto *I

waypoknts4pwanaIr 3*lJbseansjlI~xdlt
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P bupImw~ gol P"in an wapeln b"et. a gp at daldg

fte13do4d.) I

P Vil vM slow a O~a~ealo in V nto k Voa doaing par *1
ftl*em"$.) f

WON pelnhe(23 NW __IPA&'1

1ote11,11"rn P dii. diim 0e oam Soe somabI
veomwlh.;

to hr)*1

1' kifted inypndsst & *IS PadS rnlto

/0 adanfn sumatstx"I w

way ob"a(SJonbaliSN1J.

waP om ahit(SondrIs2 jow iw NMso i ýv-cl*

wayaltaoJ~ntifj3~~kMwmp.1;ns=

Wap esean liweyoin s)-vuw eaP disstance strhh hat mds 0e1it

10 Dunpllat Vif paint andm add am zc mp tahked -1
ft.(IAl4I.) f

wipmig xdbIap4Jt.k.) 431
w )pk*Y~myoitkjwgl3-

waypalntnama~k~ylswaypanftskljniautolj~oswapj;*49h
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It t--I nmpb.kIdmkbI(IISIMO( mVPoleth4*")"N)

NI P" £w--It(pnbtIIjhu(iwb-*~1h)mO

wqsnd"a~m~~lWy~UU.IISSSUpfhPpiD

pdt"W %K %sW)J.b~beaypint(kwMyPdabl(kImaxlOIma~waypaIdm~kIpbah))

dm d eA^4MA
poo x f.1g mk~bw~W).emn(pnWkinr1OawaonakpI))
po hI-m~sto~n"y

pO mdbu hof syo ln m ntrless owand or;iUniiis
lUýk a~k hm4 m~-crWM1

fm *.
*W~0

poslm.Oub*.41..) ~ b

fo1oj~-

hesmg4pooi ,po;p~pu.psm

Po- ddnbP06d.b2
doublaTmbommw;

for (lu1.4l..)

psmpposl;~wponl~wfM
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P 6srnpumum of me~lm u~nslow poises "e iois'
r WhiNO *a pdmofmt Vgaum n *sa woommh *1
6i;

*=rNO.sPUn nysmniu siynUn
"Wi oduljdlm p wnI AM>dj

Vii~~~~@ ubhIIlg~p b"MOIyos

Vi) u am* aft(@J ish(Sy to ipm "OImin I
Vi)(br *ASiI5S1IUI# pII)(O.1U

ds-j r miuwvpo iti.(kyis
ddfJib.mp~i~I~,.4 Mypot alsiw

19 I l ).,otwlVISMwa pobe*ii,
ddahmMIMN yp~ntI)Zinl Nwebate~k-iIdy

dim- _iebwaypelntsptk.1Ia-wyd~impeblt*YI~y
"d - Vpdlsonft*.ik iwupolt*v4
d~ddft~lmhwaypeb'ftm[lk~1 i- .- , uj

dambba~vwypow"Int*iJ~awinSont4I

a 00ebinWo" tsWki3.Inv*

Ivmaadlsmesr;s Uowns iN I"ve at maimum veocity -

frsJgeoss~)yd~sq2(i2p@32)fldslw.ydlstmI Qg*lýydvVt)

NJ .s~l4"1)(h/Mrpo(in*))1dthh"sWshh

NI PIP M. imbls 2 eawta,))ddaoroVegftbe
bale~de~qaw2MIhow2))(dslw*ha*iW~Ueg-deW~bpy5W),dtbikwgh~h

"be o desy u~w~,(dsItoc-yawUheg duhlbbyaw).dsl ob.yaw/tmu; yaw
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I pd9Nr NVw % Wr~m " .) Wo Wm
'A~~rA i -0dj-)e j-

wow92W

%It.] -m -. -1- oet1l~hi~~hoa(~qL(onsp~

d~pky~p~)
anah -~

do

"vId hdwln..od@(sllus ObsOd Vobjut1l^a alphIn Uwuehold buffJnt fd)

X~jVphuf .qN rpm,. btutklne, b~uek...Um;
let stmtus lmg n;
hit wrs%, ostert rowumW ohi~mm, no; 1 1 JOldn vwlblosfor dude eade satk -W Ie
let idle, leeg* dromt, dike dodulu
Mh ~ d~hldkouti;

"mos esmwowm deeaMlew.lr SWAl peilmwm, eue
lotM e(44141;
lotO =1414).
lotW n.4141;

duN

P(0,01AAO.2,2,,

(2,22,.0.0.1,),

"fnOM,1,22,2,)I

010100.0.0;

nuWplqjuO.0;

perlmetwa.0;

P open spedfled buffer *I
Nf (bufta)

dU7 10L31 (Id, DTS7..SUFO); P* Prp.. f0101 10 B~te 0 -j
at".

dU710.h1 (fi, DT97..BUU1); P Preper to W0k 10 Bu~e I -
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dbina 1;

rwqinssim a obgellool P oalllin 0 Isi iS ods 'I
mysuqlmny a objbst.m I- y.oosrdlraml is the Rim -1
rgnrosgolm~ll a 1; Is aiso sm of
rp ils~s" gt ,Pal; I- Only amE fow 'I
ron.sb a 1; P BUFFER 0 holdo 1440t elsomenis I
rgn~hu a (uO *) smio (rgMhl.ldfflaugl---lht

SWAMas * inl (K, GET..XtRON, hunk r gol fli epn a'
It (SUMir IN ENONMAL)

pdnw~rbm mu ine o1 lmmspl. DOti W k

P omtha tein pbxels mill rst light phasl Is found *1
Whil OPW0'f((eh VLgnbulopDuUUiOld)o " (oOllism col-i) I

umnrqlm,.x a o~w..o* P Man aisma edge -1 "'
rgnJveginy a ob -me.bwI P Y-ossrdlnfts Is Ithe NOW I1
_nI -g----, - Fair at1; P m en,,In
rgnj'oglon~hisght a 1; P only ONE row N
tglLift a.1; P BUFFER 0 holds 14)Mn elsments-

ambu (sho *) silos (rgnjvegtsnwLwkrg~roglon~vight,

610Aar 100a (ld, GET.XY..fON, hgnk- P0 gel le region *1
If (SIMtMS In ELNORU*L) (

pdntf(Erro reedimi Ins sq koogs. Exiting Ik

while (((OxflI((uha OygnJbufXOJDauvsshcld) && (objsct-elso4a)) f
obectloco6*;
rfglofgInj a sbjsctloosl; P column 0 s left edge 01
rgniegWLsy a objscn-l.as P y-ooordinsto s Ow Ni OW I
rgnueglonLuldth x 1; p entdre oane *
I'gnusgsin -11MId~ta 1; P only ONE raw'I
rgn~sbs x1; P BUFFER 0 holds 1byw iwmentI
rinbut a (she') sillas (rgnjregiLon~wdUI'rnjreglmuight.

Status a Well (Ild, OETVXY.R00N, Sign); P2 go thVe reg"Io1
If (sttuse Im ENORUAL) (

pednffEnro reading In. sq ~ng EMItng -..WMa1

NI (cbjecti..sshm ) P wno objecl found on thisna 0u/
pindtf(anlo object found on Wol raw-");

P sMt shmin cods oomputellon -
now) P0 numnber of elements in chain cods I1
.rswbobJsot..iw; P* holding Vorleblos fot trtS sq chain cods 1
" am'W -IM.;
Print"few m %4d. col %arjutert ssautn

Iokungo;
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vFqLMOWL a Oblqmagl-rw r Ymlteam is Os nowl ede

igluglenmlgl ul;P only ONE raw -1
rge~~~~m BUFpWJFER S bodSt 1byft elmnt 1

rgl~baf a oliN) gile (rusglmihdwguj~ahiiotll

-s al loew (K OETX'1VRH Grp* P gol die room -1

Itlwl*ma nmr ftein kelbg.liig..)

P6 amse we N book at b"le edge pleell 91
Ifainmu~b~mlip.mw " maewbnuit1..ol "& ROAM

low;

dkb a (dbb..2)%4; PkdbU muooch dlreeden 01

forw-4;6)

amae 1:

Ows 2:

Oblomflow-...

deblemcot -

p Grb -
apsgm $:aejclel elm l eteg

t~gnyaobstl..-row Peerlae sde O
Ogbele~ltIGM-MIim ns
brooko~sgh ; ny N

rnsem M ;P3FE ods1bt lmns
7gluu(te )alemlc rgnagonwdWgwelnsgt

brookclmr)
am"s 7:d(i E VRN 'g*P3 h e~n'

if(tte~E.ORlM-L) 4
pInfrlMr edngEsof mge xiig .;b

brook1)
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It PONOgdW *YLubufXOD.vdiedw) (

di;i dk*)I
Ibmnw ý

If ((bfrna dw 0'muf0dmmed co=(qjjcwt*nobj"
obwq5;)

I(w*vdu w

SUM lo*ad f. P7 [_)%6gn et nraln-

,gna.,glin1 upaeSbd vnm Iinz, chi oshmi I sh ng

d ri n2udir nM; y*rnvgc~;I -e~mmI i O
drgnaluegkin; ud 1 m~sEs
do n2slo~nod~ifitmunghtm;Pei r'

rgnI (dk s.;PUPE ed.ib, eemt
cgambf 0:mw)mc rnvgmnudlgugnilht

((.wwnro2buw+# .00

Pc. I lumpdate #iw*M I Cmmcc

cmmmOS.

P- am- p a Meter qrt(Ipow(sphsj2D.

porkummruprlntm;dM

am$:
p.* -me rus woromqrt(1 pOW(ephow)

mcam S:

IerNunmrpurlmtWmsrlmqlpcw~dphaA,)).
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m51)IMNumlh1pwpoM IIS'fS---w-MUp)JyeSU n4Nmp;

MPmDMaM'D23powudphmowlump)Jrpm~csI@MmA2J);

am L*

*wppMaHPhe'bwtsmwwp)jreep(Gohm,.IA)Wmlmpiy.)

.Dll 9I4,*(ow(a -aWIN P)JY,.weI V~almIAY20),0)),

came. a:
*90aildo4ld-) I

muOI0MOIpewU(dphlwano tmowraemp;
*DOi3.MMhl...w((UlphowlmVWP)JreshmV~oolspl.1JY2.0;
mM[2)p(.Ihmm2"wdp)J)a~mwmoompi~coltmp.1A)1r2.0eohsmp,,iiYS;
mWWI.mM~pw((amph )JwWrpo((ohmnp(comph.12 2),0);

smo

dimatiudkin;

I hIs (Wag);
If (n c 2)

peintfCNmuO chain code");

obJscti.*a'uz0IljOnM0JJ;

*uIOP)IM]IpIo;
muNi 10310;
mu 10 I0r~j)-m11Iorobscnaftibr,
muIj[X23.m(Opq1mpfl."br,;

mulilm(9XI.pMo~lllzrbjatmIj~m1Kboeoc1.xar2.
mu41I2JnI[12)2.bjecflberm11i~lebiaai1.wmiOND.2¶OMpe(objswt..ybar.2)rm11IND;

mulO11l N21X 2 ean a,'omlDiN2D if .ibarMm1Ol1D;~b*Mobw2rmK

1 inwulantmormen ompuaticn for lur obiec congn eit ,

nqlnujpjq3.upmqcumujOIO3.Awmma);

ph [1jum420gfIOj2Ju ;
PhII23pcwffnuI2NfO)nulON2D,214*pcwnuillilJ.2);
PhqS~ow((nujltINu(1Jpl.[2).pow((3nu(2Ji3.w(0pD,&2)
Phq43.pcu(nup31f0J+nuiIX2Dl,).pcw(nu(2Iij~nU(0I3fl.),
PhWs51(nuP310nu1112DynlSO.nu3Xml2rww(flu 110 nu~lX2D,2)-?pou(nuI2Ii).m40)ID,2))

oonpi-uM3*npiln()(*o(nMn[1D2w(n(114PD2)
phqS3.nu(2101.-onul2WiwfI4JJnrl2,pow((u~iflntrw m(upihjh~nupiO~,))
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is esmpuimus Of Ohl"s angle -

If ("nuMdrIeterft* nslatr0

da"
U~e~n.Psi~d acmlntsrnamwao*r

i eetof Wrrays nto Stucnture format *I

WmatONNOM
obletl~csmesieseow(perlmde.fr*)eA;

pdntfm%U Is the perknete of then oweast ,poted a);

pttntrin%sf. Is U's ssmpesbueb of the objeat -Ww ~ -VbW)paonm)

Void getjslm(Ijnt '"nuwmint revwnumaiint bunt 1,1t )
MWs esoisum, rowuman buff We/ Ps noun column awd row, bAle number, device I1

ofte' cent; is esntlnu am,@ to rpes I
Int sawus. 1. threet, P
10 mouse routine vwarlbs 'i
Int X. Yis old mouse postn *I
laN xl, y; 00newmouse PC~ n¶
Int p1; Ps button presa~e/rlse Indluor '
Int p2, p3; 10 button promwocastion 11
Int P4, pS; i" bution milasma bation I
Int mstwus; 10 mouse status Indicastor 0I
Ins ONa; Ps le for mouse butis. press-¶
kit ok..flmg11.0 /. am for restoration of luawe /
INf r ow. lM Domrt; 1" row, left column. right solumn numbers I1
Int rowup2, rowdn2, col; 1" top row, boftto row. column number *!
"Xvrgnb rp n2, nZbfkrn blonQ1ebnk-lNee;

If (bufh.0)
dtS7ljýed@ (fd, DT7B7JUFO); is Prepae to tak to Butler 0 */

0110
dlllý_o..d (Id, DTSL.-BUF1), P Prepare to talk to Buffer 1 *1

Ps Prepm to ma.end blank a tine of tue Image *1
rgIglonu .0"i column 0 Is left edge *I
rgnj'NAglnwddiua 733; /0 entirelie In'
rgn~reglcnJualght w 1; is only 0ONE mu'!*
ru~dr a 1; Ps BUFFERS holds 14bw% elements VI
rgnJbu u(duer ados w(run oglonwLdkitrgnjragtonJualtut

blenkjburaglsn10 ookisolmn 0t Isfhil edge -1
ble*Uak lnorglon~vwlhu P73 i ntire Ene '!
ble-nkjie~relanJwlght. P;i only ONES muw'!
blm*_nkjdnelm a1; is BUFFER 0 hldst 1-byt elemeints -!
bleak lnabuf a (cb' ") caleso (ble*-nk~jewrg wsth'ble -Nk eroeglcn~heghI,

rgn~reglona .0, i column 0 In left edge 'I
ron2.reglomwltit a 1; is ent ire 6e1

rgn.reloaugs .812; is onl ONE muw'I
rgn~dza 1; P BUFFERS holds 1.byt elomenfts'1

rgn2AWu a (ohs"') amale (rgn~oiagvLswkdth'rgn~reglonbelght.

bil*_kwbe~gbmin.x a 0; is columnS 0is left edge 'I
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bmuNkdjogksn~ud~i a 1; 10 won~ amnh¶
b~~nkJL sit /0 Ltw2 sflI ONE rOw I

bitn2*n 1; r s UWER h"ld 1.byi u 1mn
6*NLbfa (uW 1 =I=o (bionk*jdfeiou~nwulM'hluk.Unei&mrgeon~hugo

emmaonWUJ

xm.1; 11 hopeuilbl vsuin *I
W~; 16 hapouelbl vidussi1

do I
do'

ular.
Goe"lmeus..x,( mswus. U., &Y);
OiLbunofl.JNUS(O, anmelmiu api, &p2. 'pS).
g6Lh~ooflnjdas(O, £msmtes. api. &p4. ApS);

SGUM. aoad (Kd PUT..XY..rGN, &Vg); iraon ie rgln ~I
It (owan ho EIMORKA) 4

aolmax-lo;

ffduXi;

lfzO)(X*0,
w" (la

If 6y*00 11 yg.756)
rowup~my.10,
rowdn2my.1O;.)

owef

rowup2ay-10;

rgnjrsglin~y a row; Ps y-coornmte Is the ROYW -1
rgnueglon~x = eat; /I oolhann 0 is left edgeI
rplnreglon~ldkM aorleol1 is entire Ens *1
blink I ~lnergom a coft; i0 column 0l MefM edge
bb~klkn kmleeLowlU a oolrti..ollt; is entirne In '
On" as IoWl (fd, GELXYRONK Argn); Owgadi region -
it (Samis in EIORUAL)
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,diir~we no"ding bust hnge. Owng .. wk

wgn2msgwLey uuwtpZ r Y-inswdmof is Ste now -1
rg2.glnj ue, ailmn 0 is MR edge -1
rpaisgie..udai a 1; is nd" InsI
pg2 mgl eninghi uvmwdn~casip2+1;
bbibilqlt ma o; P eslumao Is beA edge V

b~mkimmlqsnJslg a urawdn24owup2.1; P WONt 1111 *1
eowne s me (U, WJ-xvrON &wgd); p go O. region -I
f (esamIs LeEOVAU*L) I

pdnWdEmr reeding bwsof kinee. lxidiig ...taW);

IK

goi' ,b uak.,Unsbufl a 2B5.(dw *rnnbufl;
oInAta eloa (U, PITXY.ROU, &blek.Uns); 11 blmk Nos Ow I
it (sam"s bm EHORMAL) f

pdnu(rinet blanking Ins of kmfnge ExIlng -V-

bImnIL11332.ftgWLy a rgnZseglmr.
for (2nd; Iu.(,oWd24ewup2*I); 84.)

((die lenlk~lkaswUwM a 215-51w lygn2.bufII;
smus a ioad (04 P ...XY..RON ab .jnk-On); /0 bleank tae ba. *1

If(sMew be EIOUIUA) (
palntKrmr blanking linseqo hinge Bix"n ... W

)whn(ikle lt Qh leg)-,
steu s a od (K, PtFT..XV..RN 11gn). P restors ton region *1
SIR"u 0 low (U, P fl.XY..RON £rgn; 0 Ontae a regmio I
If (sootn I- ENORMAL) (

pdndtIm~. reaming Urn eq huosg. EW"in .Waj;
WWI~);

void ea"..pbix(It ommetur tbufint UWM1)
I* Plotuteftekn pfGcedur ueIng COSaar 0e Of11

hat 1, Waedh, eemsu

ujewq red(2161 gfeenf2ftI blue(256;

if (astesOUS)
d67.Inp_~he (U, DT$7_CHANO); 1 Use owiners 0 1

d7.)apehih (11d. DT6_CHAII); Puse owners 1 *

If (Imuth) (
dW_*_@W d (, DT57.UFO);.1 P Peper to tMl Ic, Buffer 0 1
dtS7Inp.,.e (K, UT57..ACOO); P p""ur goes to butler 0l-
dW.dhlsp_ (U, DT67_P.UPO); P select bufferS tafr display -I

dtljoed (U, D117..UP1); P Prpe 9W toalk fm Buffer 1'I1
d117..inp... (K, DT6T..ACO1); pP"pctr goes to bufe I '
df7..dispWe (U,. DW..ýBUPI); P seledt buftfe I #or dIsplay I1
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dWI*_VM~in(U, DW7..AU); p' so Input IW gain to 1 1
dWdU7 o~p..mmk ft, SzPP) P so bft~wlaa dispiy ma" I1
diU7jumssu (U);

smast u 46

p.Iu~q"~m~nv~Ua bsolel (045): "k
SMauaC SCAvug);

467.Uqu (Ul);
hor (Ia; 14W. 64.) P Sat LUF values *1

saolus a dW_..pkip (1, 07hý_WETE DT$7_.UT. DT517jLu1U 0, 2W6 graen);
If (dMM In KNOAUAL)

pdWtAbrnsmiW L~r operagn .M-S)
dW7.jammllu OW);
pIntk-b Ofa "-u-had wMailahaw. 1! w ra0 , ton -

P WW (to

kit Ul;
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